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October 22, 2002 ◆

“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”

T U E S D AY

Back the hunt

VOLUME 87, NUMBER 41
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M

The Eastern soccer team has
turned its season around with 26
goals in its last eight games.
Page 12

SPORTS

BOT hikes graduation fee
By Caitlin Prendergast

Trustees discuss
presidential search

A D M I N I S T R AT I O N E D I T O R

The Board of Trustees unanimously approved every
action item on their agenda Monday, including
increasing the graduation fee from $15 to $25.
Students have been paying a one-time fee of $15
prior to graduation since 1978, but,
beginning spring semester, that
More inside
fee will be $10 more.
◆ Board of
The current commencement
Trustees prebudget is $24,440, which often does
sented with uninot cover all expenses.
versity reports.
The fee increase would add
Page 5
about $20,000 to $25,000 to the
commencement budget, and the
additional revenue would be used for diploma covers,
rental caps and gowns and video screens in Lantz
Arena, among other graduation-related expenses.
The extra money also would go toward accommodating guest speakers and honorary degree recipients.
The BOT also approved the naming of three university properties based on monetary contributions.
Room 3010 in Lumpkin Hall will now be named
after Dwight Kensil of the class of 1981, and Room
3022 will be named in memory of James Price, an
Eastern graduate who was recently killed in a car
accident.
The north foyer of Booth Library will by named for
Daniel Marvin, Eastern’s fifth president. The dedica-

By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N E D I T O R

The Faculty Senate discussed last year’s failed
presidential search with two members of the
Board of Trustees at a special meeting yesterday.
BOT Chair Nate Anderson and Trustee Julie
Nimmons participated in a forum with the senate
to answer questions and hear concerns.
“We’re here on your request,” Anderson said,
but he also stated he and Nimmons would not partake in any discussion involving the administration as they represent the administration.
However, the BOT has a hand in choosing
administrators, which was a hot topic with the
SEE SEARCH

◆ Page 7

tion was considered after an anonymous donation of
$250,000 was given to the library in Marvin’s honor.
SEE FEE

◆ Page 7

S T E P H E N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Blair Lord, vice president of Academic Affairs, gives an update of
University statistics regarding graduation and degrees awarded during
Monday morning’s University Board of Trustees meeting in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Fear, refinery closure
drives up gas prices
By Maura Possley
CITY EDITOR

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Mike Linder, a Charleston resident, helps his mother pump gas Monday evening at the Citgo at the
corner of Ninth Street and Lincoln Avenue.

Fear is a powerful thing.
Although Iraq is a long way from
Charleston, the fear of going to war with
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein hits close
to home for many Americans, which is one
factor in the skyrocketing gasoline prices.
Illinois is the third most expensive
state for gas in the continental United
States with an average of $1.47 per gallon
behind Wisconsin, $1.60, and California,
$1.57, said Steve Nolan, spokesman for
AAA Chicago Motor Club.
The national average for gas prices is
$1.47 per gallon, but Nolan said the
prices are particularly high in more
densely populated cities such as Chicago,
which is averaging $1.64 per gallon.
But as close to Charleston as Danville,
prices are averaging $1.57, making driving to class a lot less attractive.
The increase, Nolan said, is attributed
to two reasons. The first is the nationwide fear of the possibility of war with
Iraq, a main exporter of crude oil.
Because of fear, crude oil prices are
climbing and have hit its highest level
since three years ago when prices rose to
over $2 a gallon in the summer.
For the past several months, crude oil
prices have risen to more than $30 per
barrel when normally about this time,
Nolan said, prices average $22 per barrel
of oil.
With the continual fear of war, a sort of
war surcharge has been implemented,
and the country is now starting to see an

affect of those
Price to pump
increases.
“We’re finally
goes up
starting to see the
◆$ 1.47 per
result of those
gallon is the
increases,” Nolan
average in
said.
Illinois, third in
Normally
the nation
about this time of
◆ At $1.60,
year is the switch
Wisconsin has
to winter weight
the highest
gas, which costs
gas price.
less, and the
◆
Danville
demand for gas
averages
significantly
$1.57 per
decreases.
gallon.
However, Nolan
◆ Chicago
said that has not
averages
happened
this
$1.64 per
year, and he doesgallon.
n’t expect it to
with the possibility of war with
Iraq escalating.
The counterpart for the increase in
gas prices is the closing of a nearby oil
refinery in Hartford, Mo.
Premcore, Inc. closed Oct. 1, and
although it is not the largest oil company
in the country or the only company nearby, Nolan said any oil closing can impact
the prices in gas.
As far as the possibility of the prices
dying down, Nolan said it is dependent
mostly on whether we go to war with
Iraq. If we reach a peace agreement,
the prices will decline, but if not, they
may continue to climb.
“It’s very difficult to say,” he said.

Student government agrees with university’s harassment policy
By John Chambers
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Ronnie Deedrick
“It almost seems
like we are a little
more strict on
handling sexual
harassment than
other
universities.”

Student Government is ready now
more than ever to help students who
come to them with complaints on sexual harassment or issues of policy and
procedure.
Ronnie Deedrick, vice president for
academic affairs Amanda Sartore, senate committee Academic Affairs chair
and Student Senate member Brice
Donnelly spoke with Cynthia Nichols,
civil rights department director, follow-

ing a prompting by Reed Benedict,
associate sociology and anthropology
department professor.
Benedict submitted a suggestion to
the Faculty Senate early this semester
to discuss adding to the university’s
sexual harassment policy.
Eastern currently has no official policy on student and teacher relationships,
but only a policy outlying such sexual
harassment as teachers giving grades
based on sexual relationships or other
discriminating policies, whether the
relationship is consentual or nonconsen-

tual.
The proposed policy would be similar
to one at the University of Illinois,
frowning on sexual relationships
between students and faculty, even
when student and teacher relationships
exist in marriage.
The policy states, “Due to the inherent conflicts of interest, no individual
should initiate or participate in institutional or educational decisions involving a direct benefit or penalty to a person with whom that individual has or
has had a sexual relationship.”

Deedrick said Eastern is one of few
universities to require new employees
to complete training and workshops on
sexual harassment, and long standing
employees are encouraged to attend the
training.
The university civil rights policy says
the training must be completed within
six months of employment.
“It almost seems we are a little more
strict on handling sexual harassment
than other universities,” Deedrick said.
SEE POLICY
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How to get a free
caffeine fix Tuesday
By Caleb Judy
S TA F F W R I T E R

Students can satisfy their caffeine fix for free on Tuesday and
Wednesday as the EIU Fair Trade
Coalition passes out samples of
Fair Trade Coffee in Coleman
Hall from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The free coffee distribution is
part of a campaign to get the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union to convert exclusively to
Fair Trade certified coffee.
According to Global Exchange,
coffee is a $50 billion industry,
and the producers only receive
16% of the profits.
Fair Trade certified coffee
guarantees workers a constant
price for their goods, regardless
of a fluctuating market, said
Chris Lempa, EIU Fair Trade
Coalition member.
“It’s all about fairness. The
people producing these goods

make nothing, while big corporations, like Starbucks or Folgers,
make everything,” Lempa said.
Java B&B already offers Fair
Trade Coffee, but serves other
brands as well.
“Keith Bliss, the owner of Java
B&B, has been real cooperative
with us. The next step is to get
the whole university to convert to
Fair Trade Coffee,” Lempa said.
The EIU Fair Trade Coalition
was formed last year to raise
awareness of the “growing disproportionate pattern of wealth
in this nation,” Lempa said.
The coalition is starting with
coffee, but would like to see more
commodities
sold
through
Eastern to be Fair Trade-certified.
“We live in a very wealthy
nation, and we have the power to
positively affect people’s lives.
This is something that we can do
to make the world a little more
just,” Lempa said.

‘Rhetoric of war’ featured on
Speech Communication Day
By Alta King
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

Panels focusing on the
“Rhetoric of War,” broadcasting
panels, internship panels and a
film
will
form
Speech
Communication
Day
on
Wednesday.
The event is from 9 a.m. until 9
p.m. on the third floor of the
Martin
Luther
King
Jr.
University Union.
The topic “Rhetoric of War”
will be the central focus of
Speech Communications Day.
The panels will be about how war
is communicated to various audiences, portrayed in films and portrayed in cultures and constituencies, Brian Sowa, assistant professor of speech communication,
said.
Panels for “Rhetoric of War”
will be represented by professors
of political science, history and
philosophy. Rabia Akhtar, an
Eastern graduate student, will
hold a panel on the subject.
Akhtar was a correspondent for
USA Today and CBS assigned to
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cover Pakistan during the war on
terrorism a year ago, Sowa said.
“They (the panelists) are providing different perspectives
from their various disciplines,”
Sowa said.
Panels for broadcasting will
aid students in gaining information about careers in broadcasting, Sowa said. Also, there will be
panels for internships in speech
communications.
A panel on emergency
response to war will be featured
at Speech Communication Day.
The panelists will discuss how
the United States can mobilize
for war, Sowa said.
The keynote speaker is Craig
Cutbirth, associate professor of
communication from Illinois
State University. Cutbirth’s topic
is “America as a Warrior Nation.”
“Cutbirth will talk about how
America prepares for war, internal tensions and external tensions,” Sowa said.
The last activity, the film
“Starship Troopers,” will be
shown at 7 p.m. in Coleman Hall,
room 1781.
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‘How to drink and not get arrested’
◆ Charleston cop gives
students advice about
how to drink safely
By Alta King
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

As of Jan. 1, anyone convicted of
possessing a false identification
card will lose his or her driving
privileges for one year, and then he
or she must reapply for a driver’s
license.
Thus, get rid of fake ID’s before
Jan. 1, said Lt. Christopher Stone of
the University Police Department.
Stone was the speaker for “How to
Drink in Charleston and Not Get
Arrested” presentation Monday.
Stone began the lecture by asking questions of the audience in the
packed room.
“What percentage of college
students drink?” Stone asked.
The answers ranged from 75 to
90 percent. Actually, according to a
recent study of Eastern students,
74 percent of students drink zero to
four drinks in a sitting.
“I am not going to take your
name down, take your ID and
arrest you tonight,” Stone said,
which was followed by laughter.
The rest of the talk was led by
questions asked by the audience.
The audience was surprised to
hear that the cost of a DUI, not
including the insurance and med-
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S T E P H E N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

During Monday night’s presentation in Coleman Hall titled “How to Drink and Not Get Arrested,” University Police
Department Lt. Chris Stone went over various alcohol related fines, University statistics and medical advice
regarding drinking.

ical costs, is about $6,000 to $7,000.
The cost includes the fine, the alcohol program the person has to go
through and the attorney the person has to pay for, Stone said.
The legal blood alcohol content
level is .08 for anyone who is 21
years of age or over, but for anyone
younger it’s “zero tolerance.” If
someone is 21 and has a blood alcohol content under .08, the person
can still be convicted of a DUI,
depending on how the person is
driving, Stone said.
“If you are just speeding, you
may not get convicted,” Stone said.
It’s best to cooperate with police
officers and be truthful when
caught, Stone said.
“If you don’t cooperate, you
could be charged with felonies
instead of misdemeanors,” Stone
said.
An example of not cooperating is
using a fake name, which can have
serious consequences.
When drinking, everyone should
consider the consequences that
will follow later in life, Stone said.
Stone gave an example of a student who had celebrated her 21st
birthday with friends. Her friends
took her to every bar, then took her
to her room and tucked her in.
She slept in a loft, and she woke
up a few hours later, still very
drunk. She forgot she slept in a
loft and fell, dislocating her shoul-

BLOTTER

Retail Theft
David B. Shoot, 17, of the 500 block of Fourth St., was arrested at 3 p.m.
Sunday at Wal-Mart Supercenter, 2250 Lincoln Avenue, for retail theft, a
police report stated.

P H O N E : 217-581-2812 (fax 581-2923)
E M A I L : slgustafson@eiu.edu

Aggravated Battery
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Jesse B. Landre, 19, of the 1000 block of Fourth St., was arrested at
1:28 a.m. Friday on the 1500 block of Fourth Street for escape, aggravated battery, resisting/ obstructing a peace officer, obstructing justice, theft of mislaid/ lost property, minor consumption of alcohol and
misrepresentation by a minor, a police report stated.

der.
She will never be able to play
tennis again because of the incident.
Stone gave a few guidelines for
students to keep themselves from
getting arrested. They are as follows: don’t drink on an empty stomach because food slows alcohol
absorption, don’t play drinking
games, drink non-alcoholic beverages between alcoholic drinks,
limit yourself as to what you will
drink and spend on alcohol and
don’t act obnoxiously while intoxicated.
Tyler Newberry, a freshman
graphic design major, found the
presentation very informative.
“I was curious about Project 21.
That’s why I came here,”
Newberry said.
Jessica Sempek, a graduate student with a major in family and
consumer science, planned the
program for Alcohol Awareness
Week.
“I’m pleased with the turnout,”
Sempek said.
Peggy Morris, a senior family
and consumer science major, was
shocked that the majority of
Eastern students only drink zero to
four drinks in a setting.
“I do like the fact that as long as
you are on campus not getting
‘sloppy drunk,’ no one will give you
any crap,” Morris said.

CORRECTION
An infobox in Monday’s edition of the Daily Eastern News
incorrectly reported whether
one member of the Student
Senate had fulfilled a requirement. Mike Grant did attend a
diversity-themed event this
semester.
The News regrets the error.
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New room at Art Park West more cramped, noisy
By Melissa Nielsen
CAMPUS EDITOR

Printmaking students are dealing with less room and more noise
in their new room at Art Park West
but are working to make necessary
adjustments and focusing on the
positive.
Denise Rehm-Mott, a printmaking professor in the art department, said her printmaking students have less square footage
than the print room in the Doudna
Fine Arts Center. However, the
shape of the room offers more
flexibility than before, despite a
cramped space to work in, she said.
Art department classes, including printmaking, were moved temporarily to Art Park West during
the renovation and construction of
the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
Classes will be relocated at Art
Park West until 2005.
“Most people gained on space on
the move, but I lost,” she said.
Previously, in the Doudna Fine
Arts Center, the printmaking room
was L-shaped with pillars posted
throughout the room. The new,
smaller room is square and open to
allow more room for students to
maneuver around the heavy equipment.
“I like the set up,” Fred
Blumbenberg, a senior 2-D studio
major, said. “It’s a little more navigable than the old building as far as
space.”
In addition to space, the noise
from a neighboring sculpture class
is also a pressing concern for
Rehm-Mott and her students.
The temporary walls in Art Park
West separating each classroom do
not reach the ceiling, and noise
travels easily throughout the building. The printmaking room sits

right next to the sculpture room
with only a thin wall as a sound
barrier. Rehm-Mott’s advanced
printmaking class overlaps with a
sculpture class, and the noise has
been a great distraction for students. As the year progresses and
the sculpture students start on bigger projects, she said she fears the
noise pollution will get even worse.
Rehm-Mott said if the rooms
where not right against each other
and separated by a hallway, the
noise pollution could have been
alleviated. However, now the only
solution is to provide her students
with ear plugs.
Sculpting students are required
to wear plugs while using
machines, but Rehm-Mott said she
didn’t feel her students should
have to purchase ear plugs with
their own money because of another class. She said she plans to
request ear plugs from the administration soon.
The lack of storage is another
problem plaguing printmaking, but
Rehm-Mott said she does not
expect to gain any more storage
space. She said the new room
would never have enough space to
accommodate any more shelves
or cabinets.
“I think this is it. I’ve sort of
accepted it,” she said.
In the Doudna Fine Arts Center,
printmakers had two storage cabinets, almost doubling the size of
the cabinets in Art Park West, and
students had individual cubby
holes to store their equipment or
projects. Now, the walls have no
shelves and supplies and materials are piled high against the
walls.
The storage problem is a nuisance for students, but RehmMott is also concerned that

linoleum and other supplies may
be stolen.
“We don’t have all that locked
up anymore,” she said. “It just
sits out in the open.”
As winter approaches, RehmMott’s concern over the temperature in her classroom also grows.
Only half the ceiling in the
printmaking room is insulated,
and Rehm-Mott said she may
have to rearrange equipment if
the room gets too cold. She may
move the equipment to the back
of the room where there is no
insulation because the machines
will give off heat when in use.
Chairs and tables may be moved
to the front of the room, where
she expects it will be warmer.
Glen Hild, chair of the art
department, said the temperature
in the building will be monitored
by the university to make sure the
building is warm enough during
the winter.
He said the university has no
plans to insulate the ceiling
because administrators had not
heard of any complaints from
library workers when the building housed Booth West.
Like other classes in the art
department, Rehm-Mott also is
waiting on last minute equipment
to be installed. More lighting is
needed over a graining machine
so students can see the detail of
the stones they are graining.
“I requested it, but I don’t know
where they are on that,” she said.
Hild said the university has to
pay for the extra lighting because
the request was made after the
contract between the university
and the landlord was signed.
Administrators are trying to find
money in the budget to fill requests
made after the contract signing.

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Jaime Ridgway, a sophomore graphic design major, wipes ink off her print
for her printmaking class Monday afternoon at Booth West. Ridgway is
rushing to finish her project which is due today.

UPD purchases decibel meters to examine noise levels
By John Chambers
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The
University
Police
Department has purchased decibel
meters to monitor noise levels near
the university, but a student, faculty and community ride along with
the UPD this Friday and Saturday
could determine if the equipment
will ever be used.
The ride alongs will be between
late evening and early morning to
watch how the meters will be
used to monitor noise levels in situations such as fraternity parties.
“We’ll just go wherever there’s
noise,” said George Lesica, senate
external relations chair.
He said if everyone present
does not agree with the meters

“(Decibel numbers
are) like the speed
limit, you can’t have it
both ways.”
—Marty Ruhaak
usage over issues such as the
noise level to warrant a ticket,
warnings and strictness if a particular number is set for noise
violation or the distance the
meters are used from the noise
source, the meters will not be
used in the future.
“If we all agree that they
should be used, we’ll obviously

do more testing. The mayor’s
indicated that if we agree not to
use them, they won’t be used,”
Lesica said. “I won’t support (it)
if it leads to more tickets.”
Lesica, who will be on the
ride alongs, said there could be
further ride alongs if they are
deemed a possible way to monitor noise after this weekend.
The meters cost $1,200, said
Marty Ruhaak, student vice
president for pubic affairs,
who will be one of six students
to test the meters this weekend.
Ruhaak was not satisfied
with the meters after ride
alongs conducted last semester.
“One thing I really like is the
open line of communication

School of Business

(between students and other residents),” he said. “If I had to say
now, I would say no to the decibel meters. You have an opportunity for more tickets.”
Ruhaak said the decibel
meters were suggested as an
option for noise control last
semester by Mayor Dan Cougill
after complaints from neighborhood groups.
A noise committee was then
established to further the solution.
Ruhaak said the noise levels
register differently on the
meters depending on the dimensions of the neighborhood or
where the equipment is positioned.
“When we went I think the
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Student Organization Membership Informational

Meet officers
& members
of various
student
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School of
Business
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South Quad• Tent
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highest was 70 (decibels),”
Ruhaak said. “Me, being a student, I have a different impression of noise.”
He said if a certain decibel
number is set as a legal noise
level in a city ordinance, there
could be issues of residents who
still want tickets issued for a
few decibels under the legal
limit.
“It’s like the speed limit thing.
You can’t have it both ways,”
Ruhaak said.
Cougill, Bill Davidson, speaker of the senate, student senate
members Allison West and Kyle
Donash and External Relations
member Brian Scios will also be
participating with the ride
alongs.
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OPINION

“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

A house divided can stand

Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu

EDITORIAL

Try again
on bylaw
change

Nate Bloomquist
Sports editor
and
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Bloomquist also
is a senior
journalism
major.
He can be reached
at 581-2812 or
nbloomquist@eiu.edu

The wording of the Apportionment Board bylaws
has been cleaned up to clarify who can receive
funds from the AB.
Or has it? How is the recently-passed bylaw different from before?

The battle lines are drawn and
have been for some years now.
On one side is the world of
academia, full of scholarly,
knowledgeable people. On the
other side is athletics, full of
fast and flexible people.
These two sides are at odds
simply because of money. One
side has it, the other is constantly jealous of the other side. It’s
this way not just at Eastern, but
also at schools around the country. While most universities
struggle through a budget
crunch, athletic departments are
flush with cash.
The system isn’t fair, but don’t
count on a change any time
soon.
Kansas State University of the
Big 12 Conference announced
last week it had to cut its budget
for a second time this year. The
Manhattan, Kan., school has $9.3
million less spending power
than it had last year.
The Wildcats’ athletic department brings in $1.2 million on
every home football game,
which doesn’t include television
deals or any possible bowl game
the Top 25 team will likely travel to.
Shouldn’t academics be
allowed to use some of that
money? Someone throw them a

“No one will steal from
the rich athletic
department and give to
the poor rest of the
university.”
bone.
No way.
Robin Hood doesn’t work for
the administration at any university in the country. No one
will steal from the rich athletic
department and give to the
poor academic side of the university.
It ought to stay that way.
When the athletic department
cashes in, it should keep the
money it earns. After all, no one
would pay for tickets to a chemistry lab, right?
The argument is tired and
weak.
The real reason academics
don’t get any money from athletics is because the two operate
on completely different levels.
At most universities with any
kind of significant athletic program, the athletic department is
separate from the rest of campus.

Usually the athletic fields and
offices are pushed off into a
remote corner of campus with
the dorms and academic halls at
the center of the university
map. A map of money distribution would show plenty of green
at the far end of the campus
where the athletic department
is.
Sometimes the athletic department will make steps to hit up
organizations like the Activity
Board for some extra cash. It’s
like Bill Gates asking the late
Mother Teresa for some spare
change — ridiculous.
But just because the athletic
department does a better job of
fund raising and has more alumni willing to donate the big
bucks, doesn’t mean it should
have to share. We live in a capitalist society, that sort of
behavior would be downright
socialist.
The system in place has
always been that way and as
long as people are enthralled
with college athlete’s ability to
run, pass, hit a baseball or kick
a soccer ball, that won’t change
any time soon. That’s too bad,
because it isn’t fair.
Universities prove that a
house divided can and will continue to stand.

The AB funds five student fee-funded boards,
including the AB, the University Board, the Student
Senate, Dramatic Players and Campus Recreation.
A bylaw change voted on by the AB and passed
by the Student Senate last week now states only
those five boards can receive
funds from the AB.
This bylaw was meant to
close a loophole. However, a
loophole still exists.
The only non fee-funded
board that has asked for money
in the past has been the
Department of Athletics.
Now, instead of the
Department of Athletics going
to the AB to ask for money, the
department has to go to one of
its fee-funded boards. It could

At issue
A bylaw
change for the
AB
Our stance
Saying outside
boards must
appeal to a
fee-funded
board
essentially
does not
change
anything.

also apply to become a fee-funded board.
However, since the AB is a fee-funded board,
other boards such as athletics can still appeal to the
AB, since it is one of the five. This is the exact same
procedure as before.
The AB passed this bylaw change so that not
every non fee-funded board could ask for money,
thus draining the reserve account. Despite the
“clarified wording,” the rules remain exactly the
same. Any other board can still ask for money.
A bylaw change clarifying wording is not worth
the effort because it essentially didn’t change anything.
A better bylaw would define the process more
clearly and exclude the AB from boards that nonfunded boards could appeal to for funds.
The vote by the AB to limit funding to only the
fee-funded boards was a good one, but is meaningless with how it is now interpreted.
Some opposition to the bylaw change asserted
that it puts a monopoly on funds, but this is not the
case, since the bylaw change didn’t really change
anything. It also does not add another check to the
process.
That loophole aside, other boards need to respect
that the money in the AB reserve account is for the
boards the AB funds. Boards funded by the AB
should not jump at funding other boards when they
were unable to get the entire budget amount they
requested last spring.
The AB had good intentions embarking on this
bylaw change, but it needs to be thought through
some more to truly eliminate the loophole.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.

YOUR

TURN:

LETTER

TO

THE

EDITOR

Everclear OK for first big concert
Okay, so the University
Board promised us all a great
concert at the low price of $5
right? Well that may be true,
but did we really expect to
have a big-name band here
and only pay $5 for it? I think
the UB does a great job on
this campus. I am not on the
UB, but I have been to almost
everything they do here. The
comedians have been really
good and I did attend the
Lucky Boys Confusion concert. It was a great time for
free! Everything is free with
your Panther Card at a UB
event. Why are people complaining so much about seeing Everclear for $10?
Everclear is a relatively large
band and I feel that the UB

was wise in choosing a band
like Everclear to be the first
band.
I am not a big fan of
Everclear, but I will say they
have had several albums and
some hit songs. If a bigger
band was here, I do not feel
the UB would be able to handle it. They should get experience with a “semi-large”
band first and then bring
someone better to campus.
Lets think about this for a
minute, if a band like Dave
Matthews was here and the
UB did not know how to work
with them, how would that
make Eastern look? The UB
is looking out for their image
and the image of Eastern.
Nobody wants to look foolish

here. They are doing a great
job so far, so let them practice with Everclear.
Does anyone who is complaining know how hard it is
to put on a concert? Do you
know the list of demands a
band has before they will perform? I doubt you
know what UB Chair
Caleb Judy and the rest of
the concert planners are
doing to make this go smoothly. Even if the UB went a little over board on the adver-

tising for this concert fee by
promising bands like Nelly
and Nickelback, they are still
bringing us Everclear. Give
credit where credit is due
and go out to the concert and
support the UB for all its
hard work!
One final note to those
complainers, what were you
doing about the problem to
make it better?
Erin Alderson
sophomore English major

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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Reports on earned degrees, athletics and alumni presented to BOT
By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N E D I T O R

Reports on earned degrees, athletics and alumni were among the
information items presented to the
Board of Trustees at Monday’s
meeting
in
the
University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
In the earned degrees report,
Blair Lord, vice president for academic affairs, said last year,
Eastern awarded a total of 2,700
degrees, which is nearly comparable to two years ago. The largest
number of bachelor’s degrees were
in elementary education, with the
largest number of master’s
degrees in educational administration.
Last year, Lord said minorities

received 225 degrees, which was
an increase from the previous five
years. Overall, Eastern boasts a 65
percent graduation rate.
Interim President Lou Hencken
made a report on intercollegiate
athletics to the BOT at the meeting.
Hencken said the university sponsors 22 sports, with about 500 student athletes participating.
On Aug. 22, Eastern received
second-cycle NCAA certification,
which means the school operates
its athletics program in conformity
with the principles adopted by the
NCAA Division I membership,
Hencken said.
The graduation rate for student
athletes last year was 69 percent.
Director Steve Rich made the
Alumni Association report. Rich
said the Alumni Association pro-

vided $40,000 in grants last year,
despite having an operating budget
of less than $10,000.
The association is currently
working on following more successful alumni and developing an
online giving site.
Michael Hoadley, the recently
appointed assistant vice president
for academic affairs for technology, presented the board with a
comprehensive plan for technology on campus.
Hoadley said the four main
points of this plan include recognizing past technology successes,
enhancing communication about
technology, exploring funding
options for technology and coordinating campus-wide efforts to
move forward with technology.
“It’s a challenge to keep up with

were presented to the BOT.
Eastern’s recent 6 percent enrollment increase and retainment of its
top tier ranking with U.S. News and
World Report , as well as outstanding
faculty and student news were among
the highlights.
Representatives from the Student
Senate and the Faculty Senate also
spoke.
Student Body President Alison
Mormino reported on the Student
Government’s successes with voter
registration and resolving parking
problems.
Faculty Senate Chair Anne Zahlan
talked about faculty concerns, including computer privacy, distance education and faculty workloads. After
all the information items were presented, the BOT moved into a
closed executive session.

technology,” Hoadley said. “We all
know technology is not an inexpensive venture–it’s going to cost
money.”
Despite the budget concerns,
Hoadley said Eastern needs to try
to be on the cutting edge of technology in every way possible.
Jeff Cooley, vice president for
business affairs, delivered a report
on last year’s deposits and investments. Cooley presented the board
with figures from the operating
funds account balances, operating
funds investment performance and
endowment funds.
Cooley also listed a summary of
purchases between $100,000 to
$249,999, including the $220,000
shuttle bus service agreement and
various software purchases.
A number of university highlights

Despite loss of state funds last fiscal year, Eastern met many goals
By Jamie Fetty
NEWS EDITOR

Eastern managed to meet many
of its goals last fiscal year despite
a large callback in state funds, said
a Results Report that Blair Lord,
vice president for academic
affairs, delivered to the Board of
Trustees Monday.
The university’s highest priorities last academic year were
increasing enrollment and continuing to increase faculty salaries at a
reasonable level.

Lord told the Board that these
goals had been accomplished, as
Eastern’s enrollment grew by more
than 600 students this fall, exceeding
interim
President
Lou
Hencken’s goal of 250 students.
The report states that the faculty
salary base grew by nearly $2.5 million, which is an average salary
increase of roughly 8.5 percent.
Another high priority for Eastern
during the past school year was
improving the education program.
Eastern graduated 567 new teachers during the 2001-2002 school

year. Lord told the Board that
Eastern currently has more than
2,500 students “in the pipeline” on
their way to becoming certified to
teach. In addition, 128 students
completed educational administration certification during the same
school year, a program that readies
graduates for work as a principal or
superintendent. These numbers,
Lord said, make Eastern one of the
state’s top producers of teachers
and school administrators.
Expanding Eastern technologically to improve not only access but

ic success. The Gateway Program,
which serves minority students,
grew from 117 to 148 students.
Another goal addressed in the
report was college affordability.
Lord said Eastern implemented a
new program this school year
called EIU4, which guarantees
incoming freshmen in the program
a degree in four years. Lord said
Eastern has also secured more
prime vendor contracts, which
involves contracting for certain
supplies with one company, rather
than calling for bids.

quality of learning was another
objective addressed in the report.
Lord said the Center for Academic
Technology Support is in its third
year of operation and has recently
acquired a director in Michael
Hoadley, the first assistant vice
president for academic affairs for
technology.
CATS exists to assist faculty in
developing Web-based or technology-enhanced courses.
Eastern also worked to improve
minority student enrollment,
retention, graduation and academ-
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Zoning board will
dissect code issues
By Maura Possley
CITY EDITOR

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Robert Barford, a professor emeritus of philosophy, talks to students and friends at the peace meeting Monday
afternoon, held outside Booth library in the library quad. The group meets weekly trying to reinforce peace within
each other and to help promote peace.

Students voice peace concerns
By Melissa Nielsen
CAMPUS EDITOR

Students gathered in the Library
Quad to voice their concerns and
beliefs about a possible war against
Iraq Monday.
The meeting was the second in an
ongoing attempt to inform students
and staff about peaceful means of
solving international problems and
to draw the strength of peaceminded people.
The group of about 20 people,
consisting of mostly students and
some staff members, focused
much of this week’s meeting on
fear and the media.
“The media has a tendency to
indoctrinate us and make us feel
we have to live in fear,” Sean

Barth, a former Eastern student,
said.
“Fear paralyzes us, and it pushes
us to a side where we are uncomfortable,” he said.
Barth encouraged people to find
their own truth and to not be frightened by the media coverage of the
crisis in the Middle East. It’s important to be mindful and examine
assumptions, he said. People should
find their own truths, and Barth
encouraged participants to stand for
human life and justice, concepts a
war in Iraq do not support. Robert
Barford, a former philosophy professor, said a war against Iraq only will
produce more fear, so military action
does not make sense. War will recreate the same fear President Bush
says he is trying to extinguish by tak-

ing Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
out of power, he said.
Ryan McClure, a junior art major,
considered this week’s peace vigil a
success, but hopes, if tensions continue to rise in the Middle East, more
people will start to gather.
“I’d like to see more campus
involvement in the things that govern
our country,” Missy Shanley, a junior
psychology major who attended the
peace vigil, said. “I think this is a
good way to inform people about
what’s going on right now.”
A vigil will be held at 5 p.m.
every Monday in the Library Quad
as an opportunity for students,
staff and community members to
voice their concerns, opinions and
thoughts about the possibility of
war.

The last public opinions were
voiced on the city’s Unified
Development Code Thursday.
Next the code will be picked
apart by the Board of Zoning and
Appeals.
Over two public meetings
Mayor Dan Cougill said there
were no significant changes,
instead more clarifications to the
code. The public’s biggest concern with the code was its amortization process, Cougill said.
The process says in an area
that is zoned residential but has
an industrial business, that business must move.
However, if the business can
prove they were established
prior to any zoning regulations in
Charleston they are “grandfathered,” or allowed to remain on
the property, Cougill said.
If not, the business must move.
The public concern lay in the
amortization time clock that
determines how much time a
business has to either relocate
or turn the business into a residential property, which is decided by the zoning board and the
owner of the business.
Together they evaluate when
the business will break even
based on investment, maintenance and upkeep among other
factors. Whether their time
clock is five months, 12 years or
more, it does not matter, Cougill
said.
The zoning board will meet
Nov. 21 to discuss the code, and
once it is finished meeting, the
code will face the City Council,
but Cougill said there is no time
limit for the board to review the
code.

“It’s going to be interesting whether we
can push (the zoning
code) through or not.”
—Mayor Dan Cougill
“It’s going to be interesting
whether we can push it through
or not,” he said.
The reworking of the code is a
first since its creation in 1969
and encompasses a number of
zoning issues in Charleston,
which include some pertinent to
college students such as the
limit of the number of unrelated
people that live together.
For the past 33 years, the
maximum number of unrelated
people allowed to live in a residence was three. The new code
states, however, the maximum
number of people allowed to live
together is dependent on the
number of parking spaces available.
No more than two people per
bedroom can live in a house, but
the more parking spaces available, the more people can live at
a residence.
Another item highlighting the
code is the regulation of signs.
Previously, there were no rules
on the limit or size of a sign, but
the reworked code sets specific
limits on sign height area and
number.
The regulations are a step to
maintain a hometown atmosphere and move away from a
highly commercialized area.
With the limitations, the city will
ensure Charleston stays a walkable community.
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HEARINGS

Ryan says board members shouldn’t speak out
Gov. George Ryan
“Their mission is
to listen...”

CHICAGO (AP) — Gov. George Ryan
said Monday that members of the
Prisoner Review Board conducting
marathon clemency hearings for 142
inmates who await the death penalty in
Illinois should not reveal their opinions
publicly.
Some board members have expressed

serious skepticism of inmates’ claims
they did not get fair trials.
Ryan said the board members’ “mission is to listen, to get the facts and then
make a confidential recommendation to
me. That’s the law.”
Nonetheless, Ryan said he is “very
happy with how the clemency hearings

CONSTRUCTION

Fee:

Traffic will be blocked
on north side union
Traffic attempting to enter in the
north side entrance of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
parking lot will be blocked today,
as well as traffic attempting to go
through the circle drive.
Crews have been cutting the
concrete in the north parking lot of
the Union, so the lot can be reconfigured for a different parking
arrangement, Carol Strode, interim director of facilities planning
and management, said previously.
As crews repave and mark
spaces Oct. 22, 23 and 24, the lot

and driveway will be closed to traffic.
The construction is part of the
master plan for the renovation and
construction of the Doudna Fine
Arts Center. Once the building is
complete, it will stretch across
Seventh Street and allow vehicles
to only access the Union through
the south lot.
Once bids have been accepted
for the Doudna Fine Arts Center in
February or March, a barricade
will be set up to block the south
entrance permanently.

Policy:

students about sexual harassment
policies and procedures, but
Deedrick said their role might not
extend further.
“We will evaluate our role in it if
we do have a role in sexual harassment,” he said.
“I don’t think she (Nichols) was
expecting us to take specific measures,” Sartore said.
She said the civil rights office
will accept sexual harassment
complaints in various ways.
There is an online intake form at
http://www.eiu.edu/~civil/intakeform.htm or students can report
by visiting the office, telephone
or campus mail.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

“Even if students don’t think
this is a big issue, they (Eastern)
obviously think this is a big
issue.”
The civil rights department promotes information on sexual
harassment policies and procedures through such means as sending letters and fliers to sororities,
fraternities and other Recognized
Student Organizations, brochures
sent to employees and including
brochures in packets for new
employees.
Student Government can inform

are going.”
Robert L. Dunne, a prisoner review
board member in Chicago, said if any
board member, including himself, made
any improper comments, “It’s because
we are overwhelmed by these hearings.”
The unprecedented hearings come
more than two years after Ryan halted

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The BOT also approved a
$467,330 purchase for a professional services agreement. These
funds will be used for a contract
with Systems & Computer
Technology Software & Resource
Management Corporation of
Malvern, Penn., which would provide project management, training and consulting services for
installing various administrative
software applications.
The money would come from
local funds, and the contract lasts

Search:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Faculty Senate.
In last year’s presidential
search, trustees, faculty members, students and staff, and a
hired consulting firm, made up
the presidential search advisory
committee, which reported to the
BOT.
The search committee interviewed many candidates last
spring and narrowed the presidential choices down to three
finalists. Interim President Lou
Hencken was not among the final
three.
Although the search committee
spent hundreds of hours looking
for a prospective president, the
search was unsuccessful.
Nimmons, who served on the
search committee, said the board
members did not have the
strongest voice in the committee,
nor did they override the work of

all executions in Illinois, citing the
wrongful convictions of 13 inmates who
had been on death row.
After Ryan said he might commute the
death sentences of every inmate on death
row to life in prison without parole, 142 of
the 160 inmates, or their lawyers, flooded
the review board with clemency petitions.

until 2004.
The BOT approved revisions to
the Illinois Administrative Code,
including adjusting the manner in
which requests under the Freedom
of Information Act are made.
Under the new code, persons
submitting requests must provide
a signature, among other standard information. Submissions
must be received by the Freedom
of Information Officer, who, at
Eastern, is Harriet Rose.
A two-year contract renewal
and wage agreement with
Painters District Council #58,

which represents about 17
Eastern employees, was approved
by the board, as was a recommendation to include the Peace Meal
program as a depository for nonappropriated funds.
In addition, Fifth Third
Securities, Inc. of Chicago was
approved to provide financial consulting services and/or engage in
securities transactions with the
university.
The Board met Monday in the
University Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.

the committee.
The BOT does have the final
“say-so” in picking a president,
Anderson said, but added at no
time did the board members exert
added power.
Anderson said the board did not
purposely reject all the candidates to keep Hencken on as interim president for another two-year
term.
He also dispelled rumors that
the BOT planned to drop the
“interim” from Hencken’s title,
although he said he personally is
not against it. The BOT has had
the opportunity to remove “interim,” but it felt it wouldn’t matter
in the end.
“Lou has a two-year term, but,
if we find a candidate, we can
name him or her as president at
any time,” Anderson said.
The BOT is satisfied with
Hencken at the time being because
he is familiar with the university
and he continues to maintain the

status of the university.
“The search is still in
progress,” Anderson said. “We
want to find the best-fitting candidate for this school–someone who
would take this school into the
future.”
Before the end of Hencken’s
term, the BOT hopes to have a
president in place.
For the next presidential search,
which will resume again in April,
both Nimmons and Anderson said
time is an important element. The
last search was too quick.
“It was a rushed job, and when
you do a rushed job, there’s a
risk,” Anderson said.
The BOT does not plan to make
the next search overly difficult,
nor does the board want to run
candidates away with misrepresentations of the university.
“As a whole, the Board of
Trustees is not looking for a president,” Anderson said. “The university is looking for a president.”
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HELP

WANTED

RESORT ACTIVITIES, HOSPITALITY,
AND GOLF INTERNSHIPS Orlando, FL;
Myrtle Beach and Hilton Head Island, SC
NOW HIRING FOR ALL POSITIONS
AND SEASONS!! Take semester off or
summer and learn about the hospitality
industry in sunny resort locations!
Receive a certificate from the largest hospitality training company in the United
States. Fully furnished housing, stipend
and transportation provided. 3-6 months.
Call 1.888.859.5293 for more information
and to set up a phone interview.
www.AmericanHospitalityAcademy.com
_________________________10/22
Bartender trainees needed $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539
_________________________10/22
Delivery person wanted part time,
apply in person after 4pm,
Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_________________________10/23
AM/PM LIFEGUARDS and swim
instructors needed. Paris community YMCA at 217-466-9622.
Ask for Karen
_________________________10/28
Searching for a Job that Works
Around Your Class Schedule???
WESTAFF has immediate long
term customer service/inside
sales positions available. We
offer: Flexible Scheduling, A
Fun/Professional Atmosphere,
Paid
Training,
Competitive
Starting Salary. Call Now!!!
345.1303 WESTAFF eoe m/f/h/v
_________________________00

FOR

RENT

Extremely nice Large 3 BR, 2
bathroom house. washer/dryer
included. Available December.
Close to Campus 345-9267
_________________________10/22
Fall ‘03. 2 Bedroom home.
Excellent location—2008 12th
St. A/C, Washer/Dryer. NO
PETS.
$500
a
month.
345.5037
_________________________10/25
Fall ‘03. 3 bedroom 2 bath home.
A/C, Washer/Dryer. Screened-in
porch. NO PETS. $750 a month.
345.5037
_________________________10/25
Fall ‘03. 4 bed 2 bath home.
Excellent location—1817 11th
St. A/C, Washer/Dryer. NO
PETS.
$1000
a
month.
345.5037
_________________________10/25

FOR

RENT

Available now! Large 1 or 2 BR
Apt. off Charleston Square.
$495/mo includes heat, water,
trash pickup, appliances and
laundry room. No pets. 345-2617
_________________________10/31
FALL 2003: 5,4,3,2, BEDROOM
HOUSES 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS, CLLOSE TO CAMPUS
348-5032
_________________________11/11
AVAILABLE NOW OR SECOND
SEMESTER! Townhouses and
Apartments for 2 to 5 Tenants.
Bargain Price! 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor
_________________________11/22
AVAILABLE DECEMBER: Large 1
BR, Nicely Furnished. Solid Oak
Cabinets, A/C. $350/mo. Located
741 6th St. Call 581.7729 or
345.6127
_________________________00
3 BR Apt, New kitchen with dishwasher, microwave, cent air, laundry, very nice. No pets. 345.7286
_________________________00
2 BR apt, furn/unfurn, nice, Great
location, all elec. A/C. No pets.
345.7286
_________________________00
GET THE BEST BEFORE THE
REST. 2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOM
UNITS AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO
EIU. IF YOU WANT A NICE, NEW,
AND CLEAN APARTMENT FOR
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR CALL 3481067
_________________________00
SEITSINGER
APARTMENTS
1611 9th St. Unexpected
vacancy as of Oct. 1, 2002. 1
block east of Old Main, 2 BR
apt. completely furnished,
heat, garbage, off-street parking included. Lease rest of
school year. Call 345.7136
_________________________00
Near campus, adorable. 4 bedroom house, 10 month lease,
available
immediately.
Washer/dryer, off street parking.
348-0712
_________________________00
Single apt on square. $350
includes gas/water/trash. Dave
345-2171 9-11am
_________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR
furnished apt. Water, trash,
laundry room, all included for
$260/mo. on the corner, 111
2nd st. Right next to park.
Day: 235-3373, Evening: 3485427
_________________________00

FOR

RENT

FOR

NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. RENT
AS LOW AS $280/PERSON. FURNISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
DSL/ETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022
_________________________00
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002:
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS LOCATED NEXT TO THE
BUZZARD BUILDING. RECENTLY RECARPETED. FOR LEASING
INFORMATION CALL 348-0157
OR 581-3681 or www.lanmanproperties.com.
_________________________00
2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, AC, LAUNDRY IN COMPLEX. TRASH PD. 1305 18th ST.
$395 MO. SINGLE/ $460 2
ADULTS. PH 348-7746.
_________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
_________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING. SPRING SEMESTER 2003
LEASES AVAILABLE. OFFICE
345-1266 OR 346-3161.
_________________________00
NEWLY REMODELED 2 bdrm.
apt. very close to campus, low
utilities, 10 month lease. 3455048.
_________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 345-6533.
_________________________00
1 BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3 BR
UNF. APT W/ STOVE, REFRIG,
DISHWASHER,
MICROWAVE,
CATHEDRAL CEILING, INDIV.
SINK/VANITY IN EACH ROOM,
WATER/TRASH PD. 348-7746
_________________________00
5 BEDROOM HOUSE 1 BLOCK
FROM OLD MAIN-2 BATH LIVING
ROOM,
DINING
ROOM,
KITCHEN, STOVE, REFRIG.1520
9th ST. PH. 348-7746
_________________________00
LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2
and 3 bedroom apartments available IMMEDIATELY, 2ND SEMESTER, or select your apartment
NOW for fall 2003! LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE offers lots of
space, swimming pool, volleyball
court, walk to campus. Located
across from Carman Hall. 3456000
_________________________00

Beautiful 2 story house furnished for 7-8 girls. Hardwood
floors, full basement w/ w/d,
c/a 2.5 baths Large yard 1 bl.
N or O’Brien Field$280/person
Call Jan at 345.8350
_________________________00
Exceptionally economical! 1
BR apt. w/loft, Furnished for 1
or 2 persons. $370 for 1, $425
for 2- 1/2 of duplex, 1 BL N of
O’Brien
Field,
Call
Jan
345.8350
_________________________ 00
2003-2004 school year. Nice
and
close
to
campus.
Unfurnished houses. No pets.
$285 per person per month. 12
month lease. 345-3148 or 5129227.
_________________________00

SUBLESSORS
SUBLESSORS
NEEDED!!!
Jan-July.
2
Bedroom
Apartment
at
11th
ans
Jackson. $250/mo + utilities.
Water and Trash paid!! W/D.
Call 348-1679 ASAP!!!
_________________________10/26

PERSONALS
Students- Quit Smoking Now!!
Contact Jessica at 581-7786
for more information!
_________________________10/22
Visit
MyStudentBody.com.
Use “eiu” as your school
code.
_________________________10/23
Forever and Always~ Your Friend,
Tatanka
_________________________ 2/6

ALL NEW LOW PRICES AT
JUST SPENCE’S! 1148 6TH
STREET. COME IN AND
SHOP!
OPEN
TUESDAY
THROUGH SATURDAY. 1:30 5PM. 345-1469
_________________________10/23
10000+
COSTUMES
for
Halloween, Theme Parties &
Parades- Reserve yours
now! GRAND BALL - 609
Sixth,
Charleston.
3452617.
_________________________10/31

ACROSS

the ankles, say

Grateful?

6

Way off

37 Clinton and

10

Fitted at the
smithy’s

40 Lyric poetry

14

Forestall, with
“off”

Bradley

Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs, Student
Groups: Earn $1,000-$2,000 this
semester
with
a
proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraiser
event. OUR PROGRAMS MAKE
FUNDRAISING EASY WITH NO
RISKS. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It
works. Contact CampusFundraiser
at (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
_________________________10/31
Attention Spring Breakers: It’s
Free in 2003. 2 Free Trips/Free
Parties
w/MTV.
Hottest
Destinations @ Lowest Prices.
Featured on MTV, Jerry Springer,
MSNBC & Travel Channel. Most
Reliable Company. www.sunsplashtours.com 1.800.426.7710
11/1
16 Years-One Spring Break
Destination-One Company! Travel
with BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS, the
most successful Acapulco Spring
Break company ever, & you will
never want to use a different
Spring Break company again!
Sign up by Nov. 1 & get over $100
in food & merchandise FREE.
800.875.4525.
www.bianchirossi.com. Travel FREE-ask how!!
_________________________11/1
SPRING BREAK 2003 Travel With
STS Americas #1 Student Tour
Operator. Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, or Florida.
Sell Trips Earn Cash Travel Free.
Information/Reservations. 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
_________________________11/1
****ACT FAST!! Save $$$, Get
Spring Break Discounts! 1.888
THINKSUN (1.888.844.6578 dept
2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16

***ACT NOW!!! Guarantee the
best SPRING BREAK PRICES!
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardi Gras. TRAVEL FREE, Reps
needed, Earn $$$$. Group
Discounts
for
6+.
1 . 8 8 8 . T H I N K S U N
(1.888.844.6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Campus Reps
Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties
& Meals! 1.800.234.7007 endlesssummertours.com
_________________________12/16

ADVE TI S
R

ful Miss
64 Like Jack
Sprat’s diet
65 Shuteye

DE N

IN THE

E

A D V E RT I S E !

CAMPUS

CLIPS

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS RSO FAIR: Tomorrow from 11am-2pm in the
South Quad by Lumpkin Hall. Come check out the business organizations, learn how to get involved, and eat pizza!
CIRCLE K: Meeting tonight at 7pm in the Martinsville room in the
Union. Learning, Friendship, & Service! New members welcome!
HAITI CONNECTION: Weekly meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in the Newman
Center. Come learn about third world issues and create avenues of
change.
STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in
Buzzard Auditorium. Career services will be presenting a resume workshop. Everyone is welcome!
BLACK STUDENT UNION. Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. at the Culture
House on 7th St. New members are welcome!
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30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
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Dates to run: _________________________________
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Edited by Will Shortz
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No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Daily Eastern News
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
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Police say sniper may have tried to contact them
ROCKVILLE, Md. (AP) — In a
tantalizing turn in the hunt for the
Washington-area sniper, investigators said Monday the killer apparently tried to contact them in a
phone call that was too “unclear” to
be understood. They pleaded with
the person to call back.
The announcement came hours
after Virginia authorities surrounded a white van parked at a
pay phone in Richmond, Va., and
seized two men. Police later said
the men had nothing to do with the
case and would be deported for
immigration violations.
The most intriguing development came from Montgomery
County Police Chief Charles
Moose, who is in charge of the
investigation.
Moose disclosed for the first
time that a call had been received
from someone of high interest to
investigators — but the call was
somehow muddled.
“The person you called could not
hear everything you said. The
audio was unclear and we want to
get it right. Call us back so that we
can clearly understand,” Moose
said.
He did not disclose who received
the call, when or where it was
made or other details.
But investigators believe the call
may have come from the sniper
and that the caller was the same
person who left a note and phone

number Saturday night at the
scene of the latest shooting, a law
enforcement source told The
Associated Press on condition of
anonymity.
For the second consecutive day,
Moose seemed intent on establishing a dialogue with the killer. On
Sunday, he publicly pleaded with
the note writer to call authorities.
Early Monday, he said: “The
message that needs to be delivered
is that we are going to respond to a
message that we have received.
We are preparing our response at
this time.”
Moose said he could not discuss
the message further.
The flurry of activity raised
hope there had been a break in the
search for the sniper who has
killed nine people and critically
wounded three others in Virginia,
Maryland and Washington since
Oct. 2.
The latest attack came Saturday
night in a steakhouse parking lot in
Ashland, just north of Richmond.
The victim, a 37-year-old man, was
felled by a single shot to the stomach.
He remained in critical but stable condition at a Richmond hospital Monday after having his spleen
and parts of his pancreas and
stomach
removed.
Surgeons
removed the bullet from the victim, and authorities said Monday
that ballistics tests had linked the

Reports: SEC
staff plans to
recommend
civil charges
NEW YORK (AP) — SEC investigators have notified
Martha Stewart that they plan to recommend civil securities fraud charges against her in connection with her sale of
ImClone Systems Inc. shares, according to media reports
Monday.
The Securities and Exchange Commission gave Stewart
what is called a Wells Notice, The Wall Street Journal and
Financial Times reported on their Web sites, citing people
familiar with the matter. That offers her a chance to explain
her actions before the full commission makes its final decision.
In most cases, such a notice leads to filing of charges.
Stewart’s attorneys referred calls to Allyn Magrino,
Stewart’s spokeswoman, who declined to comment. Martha
Stewart Living Omnimedia Inc., where Stewart is chief
executive and chairman, also declined to comment, as did
an SEC spokesman.
The news is the latest in a spate of setbacks for Stewart.
She is already under investigation by the Justice
Department, which is probing whether she lied to lawmakers about her December sale of ImClone shares. She
resigned earlier this month from the board of the New York
Stock Exchange.
Stewart sold her almost 4,000 shares of ImClone on Dec.
27 — one day before the Food and Drug Administration
announced it had denied the biotech company’s application
for Erbitux, its promising cancer drug. ImClone’s stock subsequently plummeted.
The home decorating entrepreneur has maintained that
she had a standing order to sell the shares if the stock
dropped below $60.
At issue is whether Stewart acted on illegally obtained
information in selling her stock. She and her broker, Peter
Bacanovic, formerly of Merrill Lynch, have denied wrongdoing and have not been charged.
Douglas Faneuil, Bacanovic’s assistant, initially supported Stewart’s account. But he later admitted he withheld
information when first interviewed by investigators from
the SEC and the FBI.
Earlier this month, Faneuil pleaded guilty as part of a
deal to testify against Stewart and others who might be
charged in connection with sales of ImClone shares. Faneuil
admitted to a misdemeanor charge of receiving money and
other valuables “as consideration for not informing.”
Immediately after the plea, Merrill Lynch announced that
both Bacanovic and Faneuil had been fired.
Stewart also is friends with Sam Waksal, founder and former
chief executive of ImClone, who pleaded guilty last week to several counts of bank fraud, securities fraud, conspiracy to
obstruct justice and perjury. Waksal did not implicate Stewart,
and his plea was not part of an agreement to cooperate with
prosecutors — a rarity in a criminal plea.
On Monday, U.S. Attorney James Comey filed papers in
Manhattan federal court seeking to seize more than $10 million
from relatives of Waksal.
On the morning of Dec 27th, Waksal’s daughter, Aliza Waksal,
sold $2.4 million worth of ImClone shares. Prosecutors also say
Waksal’s father, Jack Waksal, sold more than $8 million worth of
ImClone in five separate transactions on Dec 27th and 28th.

slug to the sniper.
Surgeon Rao Ivatury said the
man is conscious and responding to
wife’s voice, but will need additional surgery in the next few days.
“He still has a long way to go,”
Ivatury said.
Through the hospital, the wife
issued a statement saying the care
and prayers she and her husband
have received “have been a bright
ray of hope and comfort.”
“Please pray also for the attacker and that no one else is hurt,” she
said.
Schools in Richmond and three
nearby counties were shut down
Monday, idling 141,000 students.
Authorities there — and in three
additional area counties — said
they would close schools Tuesday
as well.
Henrico County superintendent Mark Edwards said police
information and parents’ concerns played equal roles in the
decision. “We have been in contact throughout the day, many
times throughout the day” with
police, Edwards said Monday
night.
Ed Barber, a physical education teacher at Crenshaw
Elementary, said closing was
the right choice.
“I have five daughters and
four of them are with me today,
watching TV, talking a lot about
human nature and what it

means to go through this,” he
said. “For the kids, it’s consumed the day.”
The white van, which had 30day Virginia tags and a small
Marine Corps sticker on the
back window, had been idling
beside the pay phone in suburban Richmond for some time,
said David Dunham, a mechanic at a nearby car dealership.
Witnesses said officers in
bulletproof vests converged on
the van and dragged out a man
before slapping him in handcuffs. Authorities did not say
how the second man was
arrested.
Hours later, the lead fell
apart. A Justice Department
official said deportation proceedings had begun against the
24-year-old Mexican and 35year-old Guatemalan.
Meanwhile, the sniper’s latest fatal victim was laid to rest.
FBI analyst Linda Franklin,
47, was killed by the sniper Oct.
14 outside a Home Depot in
Falls Church while loading
packages with her husband.
Franklin had survived breast
cancer and was awaiting the
birth of her first grandson.
“Whoever this perpetrator is
has surrendered himself to
darkness and evil,” minister
Larry Tingle told about 200
mourners at Mount Olivet

United Methodist Church in
Arlington, Va.
In
other
developments
Monday:
— France alerted Interpol
about a French army deserter
who is known as a marksman
and is missing in North
America. A Defense Ministry
spokesman said there was
speculation of a link to the
sniper.
—The
Richmond
TimesDispatch reported that police
have found more than one tarot
card during the investigation.
A tarot death card was reported found Oct. 7 outside a
Bowie, Md., middle school
where the sniper wounded a 13year-old boy. It had the words
“Dear Policeman, I am God”
written on it.
— Bail was denied for
Matthew
Dowdy,
who
is
accused of lying to police
about a van description at the
scene of last week’s shooting
in Falls Church.
—Authorities said tests had
failed to link a shell casing
found in a rental truck to the
attacks. The shell turned up
Friday at a rental agency
near Dulles International
Airport in northern Virginia.
Authorities said it was .223caliber round, the same kind
used by the sniper.

Bush plans ‘zero tolerance’ for Saddam
as meaning of regime change debated
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Bush said Monday he does not think
Saddam Hussein will disarm, even if
doing so would allow the Iraqi leader to
remain in power.
“We don’t believe he’s going to
change,” Bush said after a meeting
with NATO Secretary-General George
Robertson.
“However, if he were to meet all the
conditions of the United Nations, the
conditions that I’ve described very
clearly ... that in itself would signal the
regime has changed,” Bush said.
Bush has demanded that Saddam disarm, stop supporting terrorism, end
persecution of ethnic groups, stop trading oil illegally, account for a U.S. pilot
and soldiers and civilians from other
nations missing since the Persian Gulf
War and allow witnesses of his illegal
activity to be interviewed outside Iraq.
The president’s remarks came as
senior administration officials sought
to dampen any suggestion that Saddam
could stay in power if he complies with
U.S. demands. In a rapidly changing
diplomatic landscape, administration
officials have strategically sent mixed
signals on whether Bush’s push for
“regime change” requires Saddam’s
ouster.
Bush and his advisers stress the

DOONESBURY

MOTHER

potential for military action and
removal of Saddam while addressing
domestic audiences. A congressional
resolution signed by the president last
week gives him specific authority to
use force, and Congress voted during
the Clinton administration to make
regime change official U.S. policy.
The White House, however, plays
down the push to oust Saddam while
courting world leaders, who are skeptical of military action. Entering the final
stages of U.N. negotiations, Secretary
of State Colin Powell suggested Sunday
that Saddam could escape removal
should he comply with U.N. demands.
Bush spoke as U.S. officials prepared
to circulate its proposed U.N. resolution, which contains a warning that
defiance of the United Nations will
result in “consequences” for Baghdad.
Allies are balking at the talk of war.
“Diplomacy needs to be backed by
force, especially in matters like this,”
State Department spokesman Richard
Boucher said, warning allies that it’s
time to wrap up negotiations and pass a
U.S.-backed resolution to disarm
Saddam, with force if necessary.
“The policy is regime change, however it is defined,” White House
spokesman Ari Fleischer told reporters.
“Clearly, if Iraq did all the things the

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

GOOSE

&

GRIM

BY MIKE PETERS

president called on him to do — which
they seem to have no inclination to do —
then the very nature of the regime
would have changed,” Fleischer said.
“But I don’t think it’s realistic for anybody to think that Saddam Hussein has
any intention of leaving his regime to
change.”
Fleischer said there is little chance
that Saddam might meet those demands
and force Bush to determine whether
the Iraqi leadership should be changed
regardless.
“I think this is among the greatest
stretches of the hypotheticals, of the
possibles, of the unlikelies that you
could possibly hypothetically discuss,”
he said. “Let the changes in ways take
place, and then ask me about it.”
Fleischer was just as dismissive
about Saddam’s move to grant amnesty
to political and other prisoners on
Sunday.
“It does seem to be a political ploy,”
he said.
Fleischer said a new U.N. resolution
will give weapons inspectors more clout
to root out and eliminate Saddam’s
weapons of mass destruction. Saddam
will be required to comply with inspections unconditionally and list what
weapons of mass destruction Iraq possesses.
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CROSS

COUNTRY

Cross country teams have decent showings
Men finish 29th and
women finish 16th at prenationals

◆

By Andy Werhane
S TA F F W R I T E R

Eastern cross country head
coach John McInerney said his
teams had an “OK day” Saturday at
the Pre-national meet among several other major schools.
The men’s team finished 29th of
35 teams at the Asics/Pacesetter

Pre-Nationals at Indiana State
University and the women’s team
finished 16 out of 29 teams.
Other schools at the meet
included Illinois, Brigham Young
University, Notre Dame, Penn
State, Minnesota and Ohio Valley
Conference-rival
Eastern
Kentucky.
Both teams had a couple bright
spots, as senior Kyle O’Brien ran to
a team-best finish of 43rd overall,
which McInerney said was better
than Illinois’ No. 1 runner, who fin-

ished 50th.
McInerney said O’Brien ran a
conservative race and he knows
what it will take in conference and
regionals coming up in the next few
weeks.
Junior Jeff Janaitis was the only
other member of the men’s team to
finish in the top 200, finishing 96
overall.
Senior Dan Mackey was third on
the team, finishing 208th.
Sophomore Stephanie Bone,
back off of a five-week injury, fin-

ished highest on the team at 47th
for the women’s team.
McInerney said Bone ran very
well in her first race back.
The women had two other runners finish in the top 100.
Sophomore Angie Simone finished
65 overall and freshman Lizette
Ruvalcaba finished 79.
McInerney said the meet was a
chance for teams hoping to send
runners to nationals to get a chance
to run the nationals course with
other national-caliber runners

ahead of time.
“Our big concern was to get
some good, intense competition to
get ready for the OVC meet,”
McInerney said.
Eastern Kentucky, a fellow OVC
opponent, finished higher than both
Panther squads. The Colonels’
women’s team finished fifth and
the men finished 25th.
“Eastern Kentucky beat us both
ways,” said McInerney, “so we consider them to be the favorites for
the conference.”

Distances:

Moving:

NFL

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Panthers need one win
to earn OVC berth

Favre gets MRI

Jacksonville State has quality programs according to McDuffie.
“We are always looking for someone that is going
to bring strength into the league and make us better,” McDuffie said. “Both schools have reasonably
good football programs. Samford has made it into
the NCAA basketball tournament a couple of times
and Jacksonville is well funded.”
With nine teams currently in the OVC,
Jacksonville State and Samford will be the 10th and
11th. But the OVC would like to bring that total up
to 12 teams.
McDuffie has a couple of schools that he would
like to see in the OVC. The University of TennesseeChattanooga is one of the teams McDuffie would
like to see in the OVC. The Mocs are currently in
the Southern Conference with schools like Division
I-AA football powerhouse Appalachian State,
Furman and Georgia Southern.
McDuffie also thinks that Indiana State
University and the University of Evansville would
make a good fit in the OVC.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

They currently hold the fourth and
final spot with seven points and two
conference games remaining. One
win will clinch them a spot in the conference tournament and two could
give them a higher seed.
The Panthers host TennesseeMartin on Friday and Morehead State
on Sunday. UTM (9-2-3, 3-0-1) will be a
needed win for a higher seeding and
Morehead (1-10-1, 0-4-1) is a team that
has had little luck with only one win so
far this season.
“It’s a big game for us on Friday,”
Ballard said. “There are still a lot of
games to be played this season. You
never know what’s going to happen.”

GREEN BAY (AP) — Brett Favre
won’t need surgery on his sprained left
knee, and the Green Bay Packers are
optimistic he won’t miss any games.
An MRI on Monday confirmed the
team’s original diagnosis of a sprained
lateral collateral ligament and showed
no structural damage to the star quarterback’s knee.
“Ice and rehab will be what’s going
on with him this week as he prepares
for the Monday night Miami game,”
coach Mike Sherman said Monday.
The Packers are idle this week.
Their next game is Nov. 4 against
Miami.
Sherman gave the players Monday
off. Favre isn’t scheduled to speak with
the media until Wednesday. He won’t

practice this week.
Favre, a three-time NFL MVP, was
injured Sunday during the third quarter of the Packers’ 30-9 victory over
Washington.
The lateral collateral ligament provides side-to-side stability to the knee.
“It’s an injury that, from what I
understand, it’s possible to play with,
especially since we don’t play again for
two weeks,” Favre said Sunday night.
“I’m not going to sit here and say I’m
going to play. I expect to. But it’s just
kind of a wait-and-see thing.”
The Packers said after the game that
Favre’s knee was stable, and he didn’t
appear to have any damage to the anterior cruciate or medial collateral ligaments and had only minimal swelling.

Rams’ Williams to miss rest of season with ankle injury
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Rams cornerback Aeneas Williams will miss the
rest of the season after having surgery to stabilize torn ligaments in
his badly sprained left ankle.
Williams also broke his left shin
with 1:46 to play in St. Louis’ game

Sunday against the Seattle
Seahawks when teammate Adam
Archuleta rolled over him.
The recovery period typically is
four-to-six months, team physician
Dr. Matt Matava said Monday.
Matava said Williams should

regain mobility in about two
months.
The Rams don’t believe the
injury threatens the career of the
34-year-old Williams.
“It’s obviously a season-ender,
but not typically a career-ender,”

Matava said.
During the 20-minute operation
Sunday night, a screw was inserted
into Williams’ ankle to compress
bones that separated and to promote healing in the ligaments. The
broken bone in his leg will heal on

Daily Specials

Congratulations

ERIC ZILCH of

345-SUBS

DTD

Now Serving Crunch-A-Bowl
Salads & Soups

Monday
Double Punch Day
Tues, Wed, Thurs
Midweek Special

on becoming the new

Alpha Sigma Alpha

DREAM MAN!
FALL

2002

its own, Matava said.
Williams, a seven-time Pro Bowl
pick, missed the first game of his
career two weeks ago when turf
toe sidelined him against the 49ers.
He was in tears as he was carted
off the sideline.

$5 Friday
$5 Footlong
Sunday

3 - 6 inch combo meals
for $11.99
2 - 6 inch subs for the price of 1
with the purchase of a drink

Late Night Delivery
Fri & Sat 10pm - 2am
2 foot longs $6.99
footlong combo $5.50

Catering Special
3 ft sub for $35 (feeds 15 to 20)
6 ft sub for $65 (feeds 30 to 40)

Martin Luther King Jr. University Union

Bookstore
Eastern Illinois University

BARBERSHOP (PG13) 7:00
SWIMFAN (PG13) 7:15

Runs Oct. 21 - Oct. 26
Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Sunday 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm

Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625

$1.
50
$1.

00 Rum
Mixers

Coors Lt.
Pints

Pool Tourney
7 pm

25% Off
Greek Merchandise

Every Tuesday

Euchre Tourney

8 pm
ABANDON (PG13) 4:40 7:20 9:50
JONAH: A VEGGIE TALES MOVIE (G) 5:15
7:30
TRANSPORTER (PG13) 5:00 7:40 10:00
KNOCKAROUND GUYS (R) 5:30 7:50 10:10
SWEET HOME ALABAMA (PG13) DIGITAL
4:30 7:00 9:35
RULES OF ATTRACTION (R) 9:55
RED DRAGON (R) 4:00 6:50 9:45
MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING (PG)
4:50 7:10 9:40
TUXEDO (PG13) 4:15 6:40 9:15

The grass is always
greener when you
adver tise.

581-2816
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SOCCER

Tie gives Eastern confidence, chance at MVC bid
Draw brings men’s
soccer team closer to
postseason play

◆

By Tim Martin
S TA F F W R I T E R

The Eastern men’s soccer
team drew more than tie in its
0-0 decision against Bradley
Saturday, head coach Adam
Howarth said.
“The Bradley game was a
good confidence booster for
the team,” Howarth said.
“Obviously, we wanted to win
the game, but we’ll take the
tie.”
The one point earned from
the tie (three points are
awarded for a victory)
bumped the Panthers up one
slot to sixth place in the 10team
Missouri
Valley
Conference. Eight teams qualify for the MVC Tournament,

which begins Nov. 10, but
Howarth doesn’t think the
Panthers’ spot is secure.
“We’re still worried about
getting in,” Howarth said. “In
this league anyone can beat
anyone. As soon as we qualify
for the tournament, then we’ll
stop worrying.”
The conference’s parity was
further proved as Western
Kentucky, the second-worst
team in the league, upset
Tulsa, a team that was once
ranked as one of the Top 25
teams in the nation.
Howarth said Eastern (6-7-1,
2-2-1 in the MVC) was carried
by a number of players in the
Bradley game.
“Defensively we have been
doing a better job,” Howarth
said. “It’s been a nice mixture
of guys.”
The Panthers have allowed
eight goals in their last five
games.

Playoffs:

Spoo still believes no team
will go undefeated in OVC
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

I will stand by my statement that no team
will finish undefeated in the conference,”
Spoo said.
Spoo couldn’t have been more pleased with
his ‘comeback cats’ and their 44-27 win during SEMO’s Homecoming weekend after
trailing 21-7 in the second quarter.
“I was scared to death going into that game
because that was the biggest game of the season,” Spoo said.
Eastern will definitely be able to take
advantage of the bye week and get key personnel healthy for the stretch run.
“We got a long way to go but we need these
guys for the stretch run,” Spoo said.
On the other hand, Spoo is concerned that
after defeating two quality OVC opponents,
the off week will stop their momentum from
carrying over.
“It’s definitely a concern and if we could
schedule a game in that spot but we will obviously be able to work on certain things
longer than usual,” Spoo said.

SEMO
After losing 44-27 in arguably the biggest
football game for SEMO since it joined the
league in 1991, SEMO has to regroup and

Eastern will play nationallyranked Creighton (4-0-1, 13
points, second place in the
MVC) and Drake (3-1-1, 10
points, fourth place in the
MVC)
this
weekend
at
Lakeside Field.
Eastern has a 1-3-1 record at
home as opposed to a 5-2
record on the road.
“We have played our
tougher teams at home,”
Howarth said. “But we knew
our home schedule would be
tough — that’s not to say the
road games were easy.”
Howarth said the Panthers
will have a tough journey in
the final weeks of the season.
“The conference overall is
up (in quality),” Howarth said.
“You gotta be ready to play for
every game; the conference is
that good.”
The MVC has three teams
ranked in the top 25.

travel to Murray State in the first televised
game in school history.
“They are a great home team and that’s
what worries me about Murray,” SEMO head
coach Tim Billings said.
Billings believes the referees had a hand in
Eastern gaining the momentum back before
halftime.
“We had them on the 6-yard-line and we
got a pass interference call that allowed
them to go down the field and score.”
Billings also regrets making a crucial fake
punt direct snap to the backup quarterback
call that resulted in Eastern getting the ball
deep in SEMO territory.
“I felt like we needed to get some momentum, and we hadn’t stopped them; he’s a
freshman, and he didn’t follow the blockers,
but it’s always a bad call if it doesn’t work,”
Billings said.

Eastern Kentucky
If not for 45 seconds of Tony Romo magic,
the Colonels would be leading the league and
in the same position as the Panthers are in
now.
“I don’t think I or the team got it out of our
system until our Tuesday luncheon,” Kidd
said.
Eastern rebounded from that dissappointing loss to defeat Murray State Saturday on
the road.
“It was probably the best game we had on
both sides of the ball,” Kidd said.
Eastern Kentucky moved up three spots to

S T E P H E N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Junior forward Jason Thompson breaks through the Bradley defense in Friday’s
0-0 tie at Lakeside field.

Sports Network I-AA Poll

Football standings
OVC

OVERALL

Eastern Illinois

3-0

5-2

Eastern Kentucky

2-1

5-3

Southeast Missouri

2-1

5-3

Murray State

1-1

2-4

Tennessee State

0-1

1-6

Tennessee-Martin

0-2

2-5

Tennessee Tech

0-2

2-5

19 in the national rankings according to the
Sports Network and have an outside shot to
receive an at-large bid this season after
being told to stay home last season.
“I’d like to think that the committee has
everything to do with (getting selected),”
Kidd said.
Kidd does believe that it will take an atlarge berth because he disagrees with Spoo
assessment and believes that the Panthers
will go 6-0 in conference.
“I don’t think anybody will beat Eastern
until they get rid of Romo,” Kidd said “Why
didn’t he graduate or turn pro last year?”

This day in Panther sports...
◆ 1986- Eastern’s men’s soccer team loses
4-0 to No. 1 Evansville

Team

Previous Rank

1. Montana (7-0)
1
2. McNeese State (5-1) 2
3. Northwestern St. (6-1)5
4. Furman (5-2)
6
5. Eastern Illinois (5-2) 7
6. Maine (7-1)
8
7. Grambling State (6-1) 9
8. Appalachian St. (5-2) 3
9. Western Iliinois (6-1) 10
10. Georgia So. (5-2)
13
11. Be.-Cookman (8-0) 11
12. Villanova (6-2)
4
13. Portland State (5-2) 12
14. William & Mary (4-2) 14
15. Northeasetrn (6-1) 15
16. Massachusetts (5-2) 20
17. Northern Iowa (4-3) 21
18. Lehigh (5-2)
19
19. E. Kentucky (5-3)
22
20. Idaho State (4-2)
24
21. So. Carolina St. (5-2)18
22. Nicholls State (6-2) NR
23. Youngstown St (4-3) 17
24. W. kentucky (5-3)
NR
25. Wofford (5-2)
NR
Dropped Out: No. 16 Northern Arizona, No. 23
Stephen F. Austin, No. 25 Southern Illinois
Others receiving votes (in order of points,
minimum of five required): Northern Arizona,
Eastern Washington, Pennsylvania, Towson,
Hampton, Florida A&M, Illinois State,
Duquesne, Stephen F. Austin, Alabama A&M,
Gardner-Webb, VMI, Princeton, Fordham,
Harvard, Wagner, Alcorn State, East
Tennessee State, Southeast Missouri,
Delaware, Jacksonville State, Richmond, Sam
Houston State.

NOTICE

Campus Parking Lot Re-paving
While the access drive and lot north of the
union is being re-paved, the parking lot
and drive along the south side of the union
will also be closed.
The Student Services lot will remain open
and available by entering across the Steam
Plant scales. Panther Express pick-up point
will be in front of the union on 7th Street.
Contact Facilities Planning and Management
at 581-3250 with any questions.

Advertising in the

DEN...
The best thing since
sliced bread!
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LONG

SHOT

OVC

Volleyball at Eastern Kentucky
W Soccer vs. Tennessee-Martin
M Soccer vs. Creighton
Volleyball at Morehead State
Rugby vs. Florida State

6 p.m.
3 p.m. Lakeside Field
Noon Lakeside Field
11 a.m.
1 p.m. Atlanta

FOOTBALL

OVC teams thinking about playoffs
By Matthew Stevens
S TA F F W R I T E R

Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I AT E S P O RT S E D I T O R

When the I-AA schedule enters November, every
coach on the bubble begins to think about the eight atlarge berths to the Division I-AA playoffs.
Popular opinion in the Ohio Valley Conference is the
two Easterns should receive a berth. Whichever way
the conference shakes out, every one of the league
coaches agree that it all won’t come down to what happens on the field.
“I believe that it has to do with the selection committee, and it’s you help us we’ll help you way of doing
things,” Eastern Kentucky head coach Roy Kidd said.
“I still believe that if we win all of our remaining
games, 9-3 should be enough to garner national attention,” Southeast Missouri head coach Tim Billings
said.

OVC needs
to find a
12th team
At the age of 56, the Ohio
Valley Conference is still growing.
With Jacksonville State and
Samford entering the OVC
next year, the conference will
boast 11 teams spanning five
states. But the conference that
proudly proclaims to be the
eighth oldest conference in the
nation would like to add one
more team to ranks.
Although the OVC has not
named any schools in mind to
become that 12th team, I would
like to make my suggestions.
My main criteria in a new
team for the OVC is to make
sure that the school is close to
Eastern. Jacksonville State and
Samford are in Alabama over
500 miles away. Eastern has little in common with these
schools other than now we will
play each other a couple times
each year starting next season.
There is a world of difference
between Birmingham, Ala.,
and Charleston, Ill., but the
Panthers will still go there to
play Samford.
Jacksonville State and
Eastern will be the two schools
with the most distance separating them in the conference.
Jacksonville, Ala., is about 550
miles away from Charleston.
That translates into a 10-hour
drive. Think of everything else
within a 10-hour drive of
Charleston. That would cover
pretty much everywhere in the
Midwest.
As the school with the most
distance to travel in the conference, the next school that
enters the OVC should be close
to Eastern.
Indiana State would be the
closest school that would fit
well in the OVC. Less than an
hour away in Terre Haute, Ind.,
the Panthers and Sycamores
already have a good rivalry
from the days when Eastern
was still in the Gateway
Conference.
The University of Evansville
would make another good candidate to join the OVC.
Eastern’s men’s soccer team
already competes with
Evansville on a regular basis in
the Missouri Valley
Conference.
Southern Illinois would also
fit well in the OVC. Carbondale
is close to several OVC teams
like Murray State, TennesseeMartin, Austin Peay and
Southeast Missouri State.
Southern would also give
Eastern a good in-state rival.
There are several other fine
schools that could enter the
OVC, but I would like to see a
school that is at least within a
couple of hours from Eastern.
Indiana State, Evansville and
Southern might not want to
enter the OVC, and I highly
doubt they will, but it would
be nice to see them in the
future.
When the OVC does add a
twelfth team, I’ll be happy as
long as the drive to the new
OVC school takes less time
than it takes to get to
Birmingham because nine or
10 hours away is too far.

Eastern

N AT E B L O O M Q U I S T / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Eastern’s junior linebacker Jacob Maurer brings down the Southeast Missouri ball carrier in
Saturday’s 44-27 conference victory.

Panther head coach Bob Spoo still isn’t confident his
fifth-ranked (in the Sports Network poll released
Monday) Eastern team will run the table and finish
unscathed in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Usually a national top 10-ranked team wouldn’t have
any problems with three schools with a combined
record of 5-15, 1-4 in OVC. Spoo still maintains the
prediction he made at the beginning of the year.
S E E P L AYO F F S

WOMEN’S
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SOCCER

Moving on up
Eastern moves back into the
playoff picture with win

◆

OVC Soccer Standings
OVC

OVERALL

3-0

10-3-1

Matt Williams

Southeast Missouri

S TA F F W R I T E R

Tennessee-Martin

3-0-1

9-2-3

Murray State

2-0-2

7-5-2

Eastern Illinois

2-1-1

8-6-2

Tennessee Tech

2-3

10-4-1

Morehead State

0-4-1

1-10-1

Austin Peay

0-4-1

0-9-3

The brick wall that had been in front of
opponents’ nets for the first half of the
Eastern women’s soccer season has been
torn down.
The Panthers (8-6-2, 2-1-1) have turned
their season around after only winning
two games out of their first eight while
scoring only 12 goals. Since then, Eastern
has compiled a 6-1-1 record and has piled
on the offensive production with 26
goals.
Head coach Steve Ballard feels that
the only reason for their slow start was
their lack of finishing on scoring opportunities. “We were playing well at the
beginning of the season,” Ballard said.
“The ball has gone in the goal for us lately. That is a big difference for us.”
One reason for the turnaround could
be the adjustments that Ballard has
made on the field. Ballard moved sophomore Audra Frericks up front to compliment junior forward Beth Liesen.
Frericks, who played central defense for
the team last season, leads the team in
assists with nine and has added two
goals. “I think that has helped us physi-

cally up top,” Ballard said.
Not only have the Panthers made some
helpful adjustments, but they are also
healthy. “We are as healthy as we have
been all season,” Ballard said. “Jill
Nowak, is starting for us and earlier she
couldn’t even practice. That is definitely
a positive for us.”
The Panthers couldn’t have picked a
better time to get on top of their game.
Picked as the preseason favorite of the
Ohio Valley Conference, Eastern found
themselves outside of the playoff picture
before last weekend. A 5-2 mauling of
Tennessee Tech put them right back in
the race leaving the team thinking about
their seeding instead of what they would
do if their season ended early.
SEE MOVING
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Sophomore midfielder Katie Siwicke controls the ball against
Tennessee Tech on Friday. The Panthers 5-2 win moved them
into fourth place in the conference standings.

New teams bring longer traveling distances
(Editor’s note: This is the second of
a five-part series about the Ohio
Valley Conference’s expansion)
By Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I AT E S P O RT S E D I T O R

With
Jacksonville
State
University and Samford entering
the Ohio Valley Conference next
season, Eastern will have to adjust
to a new travel schedule.
As the northernmost school in
the OVC, Eastern will have the
longest distance to travel when it
faces the two teams from Alabama.
“We were interested in conference expansion,” Eastern director
of athletics Rich McDuffie said.
“The idea of travel has always been
a problem for us. It does cause
some travel concerns for us.”
To drive to Birmingham, where
Samford is located, it is about 530
miles
from
Charleston.
Jacksonville, Ala., is about 555

Building a
broader conference
A weeklong look at
the Ohio Valley
Conference’s
planned expansion
for 2003

NEW

Part 2: Impact at Eastern
miles away from Charleston.
The 9-10 hour bus trip that
Eastern’s teams will have to take to
compete at Jacksonville and
Samford will be the two longest
trips in Eastern’s OVC schedule.
Distance is not the only problem
for Eastern. The athletic department also must find hotel and dining accommodations. According to
McDuffie, sending Eastern teams
to Jacksonville and Samford will
cost $112,000 in added bus costs,
hotel and dining accommodations.
Eastern teams travel by charter

bus
almost
e x c l u s i v e l y,
with a few
exceptions
when
teams
need to fly to
wherever they
are
playing.
Eastern has no
contract with a
Rich McDuffie
specific charter
“The idea of trav- bus company.
el has always
Instead,
been a problem
Eastern’s
for us.”
arrangements
with bus companies are on a tripby-trip basis, with Eastern using
the lowest bidder. Two charter bus
companies Eastern uses are Bales
and Monticello.
However, Eastern is considering
the possibility of chartering a plane
for the football team and men and
women’s basketball teams.
“It might be a possibility to charter a flight the day of the game and

then we can save on food and lodging costs and then because it is so
far to come back you arrive at a
reasonable hour,” McDuffie said.
“It’s a possibility and a reasonable
price.”
Flying the basketball teams to
Alabama for a three-day trip is also
feasible according to McDuffie.
Eliminating driving time will allow
the members of the basketball
teams to miss fewer classes.
When Eastern entered the OVC
in 1995, its distance from the other
schools already in the conference
was a bit of a concern at the time.
The distance separating Eastern
and Southeast Missouri State (the
school physically closest to
Eastern) is longer than the distance
separating most schools in the
OVC.
Despite adding two more distant
teams to the OVC, Samford and
S E E D I S TA N C E S
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